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Abstract. We present ISO-SWS observations of five pure rotational lines of H2 along a line of sight through the Galaxy which
avoids regions of massive star formation. It samples 30 mag of gas, half of it (i.e. 15 mag) being diﬀuse gas running from the
solar neighbourhood to the molecular ring, up to the far side of the Galaxy. The intensities of the S(1) and S(2) lines are too large
relative to S(0) to be produced by UV excitation in the known radiation field of the Galaxy. The excitation of these transitions
has to tap a more powerful source of energy. We investigate the possibility that it takes place in a large number of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shocks or coherent small-scale vortices, two processes responsible for the intermittent dissipation of
MHD turbulence. These dissipation bursts locally and temporarily heat the diﬀuse gas to temperatures (T k ∼ 103 K) well
above that of the ambient diﬀuse gas. We compute the spectroscopic signatures of these processes in the H2 lines. Not only
are the computed relative line intensities in good agreement with the observations, but the few percent of warm gas involved is
consistent with other independent determinations. We find that the fraction of warm H2 in the diﬀuse gas (i.e. H2 molecules in
Ju ≥ 3 levels) on that line of sight, N(H2 ∗ )/Av ≈ 4 × 1017 cm−2 mag−1 , is the same as that found from far UV spectroscopy in
the direction of nearby stars. It is also the same as that estimated in the solar neighbourhood to reproduce the large observed
abundances of molecules like CH+ . These results suggest that the existence, within the cold neutral medium (CNM), of a
few percent of warm gas, for which UV photons cannot be the sole heating source, is ubiquitous and presumably traces the
intermittent dissipation of MHD turbulence in the cold diﬀuse gas.
Key words. turbulence – ISM: molecules – ISM: general – infrared: ISM – ISM: evolution – Galaxy: general

1. Introduction
The bulk of the mass of the diﬀuse interstellar medium is in
its cold phase, the cold neutral medium (CNM) (nH ∼ 50 cm−3
and T k ∼ 80 K). The CNM is embedded in the warm neutral (WNM) and ionized (WIM) media of low density (nH ∼
0.1 cm−3 ) with temperatures ranging between a few 103 K and
104 K. The existence of small amounts of warm gas intimately
associated with the CNM is however suggested by an increasing body of observational data and modelling eﬀorts (Crane
et al. 1997; Gredel 1997; Joulain et al. 1998; Flower & Pineau
des Forêts 1998; Lucas & Liszt 1996; Gredel et al. 2002;
Neufeld et al. 2002).


Appendix is only available in electronic form at
http://www.edpsciences.org

Based on observations with ISO, an ESA project with instruments
funded by ESA Member States (especially the PI countries: France,
Germany, The Netherlands and the UK) and with the participation of
ISAS and NASA.

The earliest manifestations of the existence of such a warm
component date back to the discovery in the diﬀuse medium
of large abundances of molecules unable to form at the low
temperature and density of the medium. The first to raise this
problem was CH+ , the formation of which has to overcome the
endothermicity ∆E/k = 4640 K of the C+ + H2 reaction. More
recently, a survey of molecular line absorption in the direction
of extragalactic continuum sources (see references in Liszt &
Lucas 2000) has revealed large abundances of OH and HCO+ ,
a daughter molecule of CH+ in warm chemistry since it is produced via CH+3 + O (and CH+3 is produced by the reactions
of CH+ and CH+2 with H2 ). This set of lines of sight toward
extragalactic sources provides a random sampling of interstellar galactic gas, mostly not associated with molecular clouds.
One of the most unexpected results of this survey is the linear
correlation between the column densities of HCO+ and OH,
observed over a significant dynamical range and the similarity of their linewidths. These two species form via very different chemical patterns but, in poorly shielded environments,
they share the need for suprathermal energy to form, the former
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because of the abovementioned endothermicity of the C+ + H2
reaction and the latter because the O + H2 reaction has an activation energy of ∆E/k = 2980 K.
These molecules are unambiguously ascribed to the CNM
because of their narrow line widths (Crane et al. 1995; Liszt &
Lucas 2000), and the pivotal role of H2 in the chemistry leading
to their formation.
Several models have been proposed to reproduce these
large molecular abundances in the diﬀuse medium. Some invoke supra-thermal velocities of ions relative to the neutrals
driven either by Alfvén waves (Federman et al. 1995) or by
magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) shocks (Flower & Pineau des
Forêts 1998, and references therein). Another invokes the intermittency of turbulence and the existence of localized tiny warm
regions, transiently heated by bursts of ion-neutral friction and
viscous dissipation in coherent and intense small scale vortices
(Joulain et al. 1998).
Because they concentrate the dissipation of the gas kinetic
energy over small sizescales, MHD shocks and coherent vortices in turbulence are the most successful at reproducing the
OH versus HCO+ correlation (Flower & Pineau des Forêts
1998; Joulain et al. 1998). Both processes locally heat the neutrals to temperatures in excess of 103 K over timescales long
enough to trigger a hot chemistry within the cold medium. This
heating occurs by ion-neutral drift in the magnetic precursor for
the MHD shocks and in the azimuthal streaming of the neutrals
relative to the ions in the vortices. In this latter case, another
heating mechanism is the viscous dissipation in the layers of
strong velocity shear at the outer boundaries of the vortices.
The main diﬀerences between MHD shocks and dissipative
vortices are their thickness and crossing time. In MHD shocks
which have reached a steady-state, the warm layers have a
thickness ≈0.1 pc and the time for a fluid particle to cross these
layers is ≈104 yr. By contrast, coherent vortices threaded by
magnetic fields, as modelled by Joulain et al. (1998), may be
much smaller structures. Radii as small as ≈20 AU have been
adopted in the present models, resulting from the balance between the stretching action of the large scales of turbulence and
the diﬀusion of the vorticity (i.e. Burgers vortex). The column
densities of CH+ , OH and HCO+ formed in a single shock or
in a single vortex therefore scale as the thickness of the layer
of warm gas in each kind of structure i.e. ≈a factor 103 , and
so does the number of such structures required on a line of
sight to reproduce the observed amounts of these molecules.
The timescale for a fluid particle to cross the warm layers of
the vortices is much shorter than for MHD shocks, a few 100 yr
only in the case of the thinnest vortices.
The characteristics of the hot chemistry triggered in the
shocks and vortices demonstrates that it is not possible, solely
on the basis of the abundances they produce, to distinguish between a few MHD shocks or a much larger number of small
vortices distributed within the CNM. Pety & Falgarone (2000)
have analyzed the spatial and kinematic properties of the regions of largest negative divergence (i.e. shocks) and those of
largest vorticity in turbulence (i.e. coherent vortices), and they
find, at least in hydrodynamical turbulence, that the two subsets fulfill the observational constraints equally well (surface
filling factor, velocity distribution). Whether the chemically

active structures in the diﬀuse medium are shocks or vortices
has yet to be established. Although they are dynamically related since shock interactions or curved shocks generate vorticity, a key question is the ultimate scale down to which the turbulent energy of the interstellar medium is cascading. Elongated
structures of large velocity shears, possible tracers of the locations of enhanced dissipation of turbulence in translucent
molecular clouds, have been observed with variable thickness
ranging between 0.02 pc and 0.08 pc (Pety & Falgarone 2003).
The observations reported here directly probe the existence of warm H2 and determine its amount in the cold diffuse medium. Section 2 is devoted to the observations of the
pure H2 rotational lines obtained with the ISO-SWS instrument. Section 3 presents the model of the line of sight. In
Sect. 4, we show that the observed emission cannot be reproduced with PDR-type emission only and we compare the excess in the S(1) and S(2) lines with the emission of ensembles
of low velocity MHD shocks and magnetized vortices. The discussion in Sect. 5 compares the present results, in particular the
fraction of warm H2 on that line of sight, with those derived
from other data sets.

2. ISO-SWS observations of the diffuse galactic
medium

2.1. Characteristics of the selected line of sight
To trace the presence of warm gas in the cold interstellar
medium, we have searched for H2 rotational lines on a long line
of sight across the Galactic plane, avoiding as much as possible
star-forming regions and giant molecular clouds, to minimize
the contribution of bright photo-dissociation regions (PDRs) to
the observed H2 lines.
The selected target is a line of sight towards the inner Galaxy, tangent to the molecular ring (lII = 26.46◦,
bII = 0.09◦). This line of sight is characterized by local minima of the 5 GHz continuum emission (Altenhoﬀ et al. 1970),
of the 12 CO line emission (Sanders et al. 1986; Dame et al.
2001) and of the I(100 µm) emission (Beichman et al. 1988). It
therefore avoids bright star forming regions.
The longitude profile of the 100 µm emission of the inner Galaxy as seen by IRAS and COBE is a superposition of
bright discrete sources, associated with giant molecular complexes, and an intense ridge, extending over ±100◦ on either
side of the Galactic center (Pérault 1987; Sodrovski et al.
1987, 1989, 1994). On the basis of this longitudinal dependence, the 100 µm emission at lII = 26.46◦, I(100 µm) =
1850 MJy sr−1 (Beichman et al. 1988), has been decomposed
into 1550 MJy sr−1 ascribed to the diﬀuse component and
300 MJy sr−1 ascribed to molecular clouds.
For simplicity, the line of sight is divided into three domains, one close to the solar circle (i.e. all the gas between 6
and 8 kpc from the galactic center, in the solar neighbourhood
and beyond the far side of the molecular ring), a long pathlength tangent to the molecular ring, and the far side of the
Galaxy i.e. beyond the solar circle. Their galactocentric distances and velocities derived from the galactic rotation curve
of Kerr (1962) are given in Table 1. The HI profile covers the
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Table 1. Kinematic properties of the three regions sampled by the line
of sight and column densities of atomic and molecular hydrogen in
dense gas derived from HI and 12 CO(1–0) line profiles.

RGC (kpc)
vlsr (km s−1 )
W(HI) ( K km s−1 )
N(HI)( cm−2 )
W(CO) ( K km s−1 )
N(H2 )CO ( cm−2 )

Solar
Circle

Molecular
Ring

Far
side

6–8
0–40
2400
4.3 × 1021
20
5. × 1021

4–6
40–130
4000
7.2 × 1021
40
1. × 1022

>8
0−–50
1250
2.2 × 1021
–
–

velocity range −50 < vlsr < 130 km s−1 with a half-power width
∆v = 130 km s−1 (Weaver & Williams 1973). The CNM sampled by the line of sight therefore runs at all galactocentric radii
up to 14 kpc on the far side. By contrast, the 12 CO(1–0) emission is only detected at positive velocities. The column densities of atomic hydrogen and dense molecular hydrogen are
derived from the line profiles in each region according to
N(HI) = 1.8 × 1018 cm−2 W(HI) and N(H2 )CO = 2.5 ×
1020 cm−2 W(CO) (Dame et al. 2001). As expected, more than
half of the atomic and dense molecular hydrogen lies in the
molecular ring.
The weak free-free emission T cont (5 GHz) = 0.5 K arises
in the ensemble of extended low density (ELD) HII regions of
the Galaxy (Mezger 1978). The column density of ionized gas
derived from the 5GHz temperature, N(H + ) = 1.2 ×1021 cm−2 ,
is low compared to all others.
The total column density of gas on this line of sight is still
larger than the sum of all the above. The missing part, i.e. H2
in diﬀuse gas (i.e. too diluted to excite the 12 CO(1–0) transition), is derived from the I(100 µm) emission and requires a
model of the distribution of the dust far-infrared (FIR) luminosity per H mass, LH
IR , in the Galaxy. It will be discussed in
Sect. 3.

2.2. ISO-SWS observations and data reduction
The H2 spectra have been obtained with the Short Wavelength
Spectrometer (SWS, de Graauw et al. 1996) aboard the Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO, Kessler et al. 1996). We performed
deep grating line profile scans dedicated to the detection of H2
rotational lines in the ground state.
All the H2 lines, but the S(0) line, are SWS-AOT2 spectra (resolving power R = λ/∆λ ≈ 1500 to 2000, see Valentijn
et al. 1996) taken during revolution 478 (March 8, 1997) of
the satellite. Each individual line was observed with a succession of 200 s scans (17.02 µm-S(1) and 12.23 µm-S(2) lines:
9 scans each; 9.66 µm-S(3) and 8.02 µm-S(4) lines: 5 scans
each). For the 28.22 µm-S(0) line we used a SWS-AOT1 spectrum (R ≈ 600) taken during revolution 516 (April 15, 1997).
Data reduction was performed within the SWS Interactive
Analysis (SWS-IA) environment currently running at the
Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale. The SWS data has a high degree of redundancy. A given resolution element is seen by 12
independent detectors and each scan is repeated twice: a first

Fig. 1. The H2 rotational line profiles observed with SWS (solid line).
The dot-dashed line represents the quantity (UP – DOWN)/2 (oﬀset
by an arbitrary constant). The dashed line shows the Gaussian fit used
to derive the line fluxes given in Table 2. Note that the noise level
increases at both ends of the spectra because of poorer redundancy in
these spectral ranges (See Appendix).

scan is done with decreasing wavelength (the DOWN scan)
then another scan follows with increasing wavelength (the UP
scan). Moreover, SWS-AOT2 data is oversampled by a factor
of 4 to 5: we thus have 110 integration points per scan (see
de Graauw et al. 1996). In addition to standard pipeline reduction procedures, in-house tools were used to obtain the best
signal-to-noise ratio because these lines are among the weakest
ever detected by ISO-SWS. We detail the reduction steps in the
Appendix.
The spectra are shown in Fig. 1. In all cases, in the central
part of the spectra where the instrumental noise is reduced because of a larger redundancy, the UP and DOWN scans are very
similar, supporting the fact that the detected lines are not due
to transient artefacts. The S(4) line has not been detected and
the upper limit to the line flux given in Table 2 (3σ = 0.06 Jy)
is estimated from the rms noise level in the central part of the
spectrum (0.02 Jy).

2.3. Line fluxes and linewidths
The line fluxes are derived from fits to the line profiles including a Gaussian and an underlying linear continuum (see Fig. 1).
Then the integrated line profiles are divided by the beamsizes
given in Table 2. We assumed that the source is extended for
all H2 lines as suggested by the linewidths (see Table 2) and
took the beam profile calibration of Salama (2000). The largest
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Table 2. Line fluxes and widths of the H2 pure rotational lines. The populations of H2 in each upper level, Nu are derived under the assumption
that the lines are optically thin.
Transition

S(0)

λ(µm)

28.2188

−1

S(1)

S(2)

17.0348
−11

S(3)

12.2786

9.6649

2.94 × 10

4.76 × 10

2.76 × 10

9.84 × 10

2.64 × 10−8

Eu (K)

510

1020

1700

2540

3528

1.6 × 10

9.5 × 10

9.3 × 10

8.6 ×10

8.6 × 10−9

I ( erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 )

3.4 × 10−5

2.2 × 10−5

1.3 × 10−5

4.3 × 10−6

≤1.6 × 10−6

FWHM (km s−1 )

495

170

203

170

–

380–475

119–156

175–226

120–150

156–192

Resolution (km s )

−1 2

−9

−9

Ω (sr)

−1 1

−9

−9

8.0250

Aul (s )

−8

−10

S(4)

−9

Source linewidth (km s )

139 ± 160

67 ± 50

<160

80 ± 50

σcal (%)3

10

10

5

6

−1

−2

−1 4

−1

−2

−1

−5

1.8 × 10

3.0 × 10

8.0 × 10

2.5 × 10

5.6 × 10−7

β

0.98

0.95

0.85

0.72

0.94

−5

−6

–

σtot ( erg s cm sr )

−5

−6

−5

−6

−6

Icorr ( erg s cm sr )

3.5 × 10

2.3 × 10

1.5 × 10

6.0 × 10

≤1.7 × 10−6

Nu (cm−2 )

2.1 × 1020

5.3 × 1018

4.2 × 1017

3.8 × 1016

≤3.4 × 1015

Instrumental resolution of the SWS in km s−1 . The first value is for a point source (de Graauw et al. 1996) and the second value is for an
extended source (Salama 2000). Note that the widths of the H2 lines are all close, within the error bars, to the extended source resolution,
which indicates that the source is extended.
2
Source linewidth obtained by deconvolution from the resolution for an extended source. The uncertainty is in the range 50–100 km s−1
depending on the wavelength (about one third of the resolution).
3
Photometric calibration error of the SWS (Leech et al. 2000).
4
Total rms noise level, (see text).
1

contribution to the uncertainties given in Table 2 comes from
the dispersion found on the line intensities as diﬀerent data reduction procedures were used.
The detected lines are all marginally resolved. The uncertainties on the measured linewidths given in Table 2 are of the
order of one third of the resolution element for the weak lines
(in the range 50–100 km s−1 depending on the wavelength). The
uncertainties on the H2 line central velocities are of the same
order of magnitude. In comparison, the 12 CO(1–0) (Cohen
et al. 1986) and HI lines (Weaver & Williams 1973) have multiple peaks, half-power widths ∆v = 80 and 130 km s−1 respectively, and line centroid velocities 70 and 40 km s−1 respectively. The widths derived for the H2 lines make them more
likely to be ascribed to the medium emitting the HI line than the
cold dense gas responsible for the 12 CO emission. However, the
low spectral resolution precludes any more definite statement.
In the following, we assume that the observed sH2 lines arise
in the diﬀuse gas, not in the cold dense gas seen in 12 CO(1–0).
Extinction eﬀects are non-negligible. According to the infrared extinction law of Draine & Lee (1989) and Li & Draine
(2001), we find an opacity τ = 0.7 at 9.66 µm for the entire line of sight across the diﬀuse medium (Av = 15 mag,
see Sect. 3). This opacity is due to the strong absorption in
the silicate stretch mode. To correct the line intensities for extinction, we have simply assumed that the source of the line
emission and the dust absorption are uniformly distributed and
mixed along the line of sight. In that case, it is straightforward
to show that the emergent intensity is reduced by the factor

β = (1 − e−τ )/τ as a function of the integrated opacity, τ. The
β-values are given in Table 2 as well as the line intensities corrected for the extinction, Icorr . In all the following, we will only
deal with observed line fluxes corrected for extinction.

2.4. H2 rotational excitation
The intensity Iul of a transition between two levels u and l
can be converted into the population Nu of the upper level,
under the assumption that the line is optically thin so that
Iul = Nu Aul hν/4π. The level populations Nu given in Table 2 for
each transition have been derived from the observed line intensities, corrected for extinction Icorr . We show the excitation diagram in Fig. 2. The relative populations of the Ju = 3 and 5 levels provide a rotational excitation temperature, T rot = 276 K
derived from N(v, J) = g J gS e−E(v,J)/kT rot where g J = (2J + 1)
is the rotational degeneracy of level J and gS = 2I + 1 is the
nuclear spin degeneracy with I = 0 for the para lines and I = 1
for the ortho lines. It is not a gas kinetic temperature since the
densities in the diﬀuse medium are not high enough, even at
T k = 103 K, to thermalize the levels above Ju = 1 (Le Bourlot
et al. 1999).
The column density of excited H2 , obtained by summing
the populations in the 3 excited levels Ju = 3, 4 and 5 is equal
to NH∗ 2 = 5.8 × 1018 cm−2 (see Table 2). The question we address in the following section is that of the consistency of this
large amount of excited H2 with UV fluorescent excitation in
the diﬀerent regions sampled by the line of sight.
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emission. Expressing the contribution of each region to the
100 µm emission:
H
4πνI(100 µm) = µH [ 0.37 LH
IR (SC) + 0.63 LIR (MR) ]N(H)diﬀ

Fig. 2. The excitation diagram of the diﬀuse H2 rotational lines characterized in Table 2. The ordinate represents the column density of
the upper level Nu divided by the total degeneracy gJ gS (see text).
We assumed an ortho-to-para ratio of 3, i.e. gS = 3. The error bars
have been estimated from σtot (see Table 2). The energy of the upper
level of the transition Eu is given as abscissa in units of 103 K. The
line shows the linear fit between the J = 3 and 5 upper levels used to
determine the rotational temperature, T rot = 276 K.

3. Model of the line of sight
Molecular hydrogen is present in the dense molecular clouds
traced by the 12 CO(1–0) line but also in the diﬀuse gas contributing to the HI line profile. In the following, the respective
H2 column densities are called N(H2 )CO and N(H2 )diﬀ . Their
UV excitation and therefore their PDR-type emission depends
on their location in the Galaxy. Below, we compute which fraction of N(H2 )diﬀ lies in each environment (solar circle, molecular ring and far side, see Sect. 2.1), diﬀuse H2 being the amount
of gas, in addition to atomic hydrogen, required to explain the
I(100 µm) emission.
The total column density of H nuclei in the diﬀuse component N(H)diﬀ = N(HI) + 2N(H2 )diﬀ + N(H+ ) is derived from
the 100 µm emission ascribed to the diﬀuse component (see
Sect. 2.1) under the assumption that the dust is heated by the
ambient interstellar radiation field (ISRF) at the corresponding
galactocentric distance RGC .
We neglect the contribution to I(100 µm) arising in the
far side of the Galaxy, these remote regions, unseen in 12 CO,
presumably having a very low star formation rate and accordingly a low UV flux. We also neglect the FIR emission arising in the ELD because the overall column density is small, in
comparison to that of the neutral gas. The diﬀuse I(100 µm)
emission therefore originates only in the neighbourhood of the
solar circle and in the molecular ring, from dust column densities in proportion to those of HI (resp. 37% for the solar
circle and 63% for the molecular ring, see Table 1). The values of LH
IR , the FIR luminosity per H mass, adopted for the
diﬀuse contribution of each region (LH
IR (SC) for the solar circle and LH
(MR)
for
the
molecular
ring,
see Table 3) are avIR
erages over the relevant galactocentric distances of the radial
profile found by Pérault (1987) in his model of the FIR galactic

(where µH is the mean mass per proton) provides N(H)diﬀ =
2.7×1022 cm−2 or 15 magnitudes of diﬀuse gas, from which we
derive the H2 column densities present in each diﬀuse component (Table 3), by simply subtracting the corresponding value
of N(HI) (Table 1). The total H2 column density present in the
diﬀuse component is thus N(H2 )diﬀ = 8 × 1021 cm−2 . Note
that the average fractional abundance of H nuclei in the form
of H2 in the diﬀuse component, f = 2 N(H2 )diﬀ /N(H)diﬀ = 0.6
is within the range found by the Copernicus data in the solar
neighbourhood (Savage et al. 1997).
The description of the material distributed along this line of
sight is coarse, but its consistency is provided by the fact that
the H2 column density in the GMC component of the molecular ring is about the same when derived from either the CO line
(Table 1) or the FIR emission, I(100 µm) = 300 MJy sr−1 with
the appropriate low LH
IR ascribed to this well-shielded component (Table 3). The uncertainty on the H2 column density
present in the diﬀuse component is mostly due to the use of
the exponential decay of the FIR luminosity per H nucleus
with galactocentric distance because it involves an axisymmetric representation of the Galaxy. The average FIR luminosity
per H mass in the HI, LH
IR = 5 L / M , found by Sodrovski
et al. (1994) for this range of longitude is only 25% smaller
than what we use, taking into account the mass fraction in each
radiative environment along this line of sight. We thus estimate
that we may have underestimated the column density of diﬀuse
gas along that line of sight by 25%. As an illustration, by using an average value LH
IR = 5.4 L / M over all galactocentric
distances, we find N(H2 )diﬀ = 1022 cm−2 .
In the direction of the molecular ring, the stellar Lyman
continuum flux responsible for the ionization of the ELD
HII regions is about 8 times larger than that in the solar neighbourhood (Güsten & Mezger 1983; Puget 1985; Pérault 1987).
Photodissociation regions (PDRs) illuminated by the UV radiation field in the molecular ring are therefore expected to develop at the edges of molecular clouds. We infer the existence
of such PDRs on the line of sight, characterized by G0 ≈ 10,
G0 being the UV flux in units of the Habing field (IUV = 1.6 ×
10−3 erg cm−2 s−1 ). In contrast, Wolfire et al. (2003) find that
the midplane FUV intensity in the inner Galaxy is only 3 times
larger than in the solar neighbourhood. Consequently, an upper
limit of the PDR-type emission of cloud edges irradiated by the
UV field in the molecular ring is obtained by adopting G0 = 10.
This is used in Sect. 4 to provide an upper limit of the PDRs
contribution to the observed H2 lines.
In summary, the selected line of sight samples about (i)
6 mag of diﬀuse gas in the ISRF of the solar circle neighbourhood (G0 = 1); (ii) 9 mag of diﬀuse gas in the ISRF of the
molecular ring (G0 ≤ 10); and (iii) 15 mag of dense gas in
the molecular ring (G0 ≤ 10). H2 molecules are present in all
these three components, thus each of them contributes to the H2
line emission. In the next section, we show that their PDR-type
emission cannot account for the observed S(1) and S(2) line
intensities.
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Table 3. Total gas column densities derived from the far infra-red emission. Both the solar circle and the molecular ring contribute to the diﬀuse
emission.
Diﬀuse emission

GMCs emission

I(100 µm) (MJy sr−1 )

1550

300

Solar circle (SC)

Molecular ring (MR)

GMCs (MR)

LHIR (L / M )
N(H)diﬀ (cm−2 )
N(H)CO (cm−2 )
N(H2 )diﬀ (cm−2 )
N(H2 )CO (cm−2 )

2.0
1.0 × 1022
–
3 ×1021
–

9.5
1.7 × 1022
–
5 ×1021
–

1.2
2.7 × 1022
1.35 × 1022

4. Comparison of observations with model
predictions

(Kaufman et al. 1999), unless a [O]/[C] ratio much smaller than
that used in the model is relevant.

4.1. PDR-type emission: Fluorescent excitation

The fragmentation of the diﬀuse gas into small clouds must
be consistent with the average H2 fraction N(H2 )diﬀ /N(H)diﬀ =
0.3. In the solar neigborhood (G0 = 1), this imposes that
individual clouds have column densities of at least NH =
6 × 1020 cm−2 for n = 30 cm−3 (δAv = 0.3 mag), while
in the molecular ring with G0 = 10, the lower limit is NH =
3 × 1021 cm−2 , for n = 100 cm−3 . The constraint for the dense
PDRs (edges of clouds detected in the CO line) is provided by
the existence of CO: dense gas cannot be subdivided into structures more transparent than 2 magnitudes for G0 = 10, otherwise CO would be photodissociated. Illustration of the eﬀects
of fragmentation are given in Fig. 3. The S(1)/S(0) line ratio is
the most aﬀected because fragmentation increases the heating
rate, thus the gas temperature. However, the overall emission
is not much increased because H2 is more photodissociated.
The last constraint is obviously that the total column density
N(H) does not exceed that derived from I(100 µm). The maximum number of clouds of each kind, Nc , consistent with
these constraints is given in Table 4 for the diﬀuse and dense
components.

Both the ensemble of diﬀuse clouds building up the 15 mag of
diﬀuse gas sampled by the line of sight and the dense molecular
clouds traced by 12 CO(1–0) have edges irradiated by UV photons which contribute to the H2 PDR-type emission of this line
of sight. The H2 line intensities are computed in the framework
of the PDR model of Le Bourlot et al. (1993) which has been
considerably updated since then (Le Petit et al. in preparation)1.
It includes 113 chemical species and 967 chemical reactions.
The 250 first levels of H2 are considered. The UV line opacity and self-shielding of all individual lines contributing to the
UV pumping are computed at each depth in the cloud, so that
the eﬀects induced by the diﬀerent opacities of the ortho and
para pumping lines discussed in Sternberg & Neufeld (1999)
are properly taken into account. The opacity of the lines responsible for the radiative cooling is also taken into account.
The adopted gas phase abundances are [C] = 1.38 ×10−4 and
[O] = 3.00 × 10−4, representative of the cold, diﬀuse interstellar
medium in the solar neighbourhood (Savage & Sembach 1996)
and only 20% larger in the molecular ring (Giveon et al. 2002).
The ionisation rate by cosmic rays is ζ = 5 × 10−17 s−1 . The
model solves the equations of thermal and chemical balance as
a function of depth in the cloud in a plane-parallel geometry.
The density is assumed uniform, and the UV illumination is
either one-side or two-side, depending on the model computed.
As discussed above, estimating the PDRs contribution to
the observed H2 spectrum on this line of sight involves the UV
field in each galactic region but also the fragmentation of the
gas, the number of irradiated edges intercepted by the line of
sight increasing with the level of fragmentation.
There is no source possibly associated with star forming
regions on the line of sight. We therefore adopt G0 = 10 in
the molecular ring to compute an upper limit to the PDR-type
emission (see Sect. 2.1). This parameter is also constrained by
the fine structure lines observed along the same line of sight
by the ISO-LWS (Caux et al., in preparation). The observed
ratio [OI 63 µm]/[CII 158 µm] ∼ 0.12 is small, which precludes the existence on the line of sight of PDRs with G0 > 10
1

The updated version of the PDR code is available at the address:
http://aristote.biophys.jussieu.fr/MIS

Figure 3 displays an ensemble of individual PDR models
intended to illustrate the influence of the radiation field, of the
metallicity and fragmentation of the gas. The main feature, relevant for these low excitation PDRs, is that the S(2)/S(3) and
S(3)/S(4) line ratios are barely sensitive to any of these parameters because the upper levels of each of these transitions are
populated by fluorescence only. The level of fragmentation has
no impact on these line ratios for instance. At the opposite, the
S(0)/S(1) and S(1)/S(2) are sensitive to model parameters because the levels Ju = 2 and 3 are mostly collisionally excited
and their population depends on the gas temperature.
We have computed an upper limit of the spectrum of the
PDR-type emission of the whole line of sight according to
the model described above. The resulting spectrum displayed
in Fig. 3 (left) corresponds to the cumulated emission of (i)
19 diﬀuse PDRs of thickness δAv = 0.3 mag illuminated on
both sides by the UV field at the solar circle, plus that of (ii)
5 diﬀuse PDRs of thickness δAv = 2 mag and (iii) 7.5 dense
PDRs illuminated on two sides by the UV field of the molecular ring. The latter are the main contributors to the S(2), S(3)
and S(4) lines. Finally, the line intensities have been multiplied
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Fig. 3. Left: observed H2 line intensities corrected for extinction (solid squares) and PDR model predictions. The bottom spectra are from
individual PDRs: (i) diﬀuse PDRs in the radiative environment of the solar circle, G0 = 1 (solid) with one-side illumination (thin) or twoside illumination (thick) of a cloud of thickness δAv = 0.3 mag and density nH = 30 cm−3 ; (ii) diﬀuse PDRs in the molecular ring radiative
environment (G0 = 10) at the edge of a cloud of thickness δAv = 2 mag and nH = 100 cm−3 : solar metal abundances with one-side illumination
(thin dashed) or two-side illumination with solar (thick dashed) or twice solar (medium dashed) metal abundances; (iii) dense PDRs in the
molecular ring, nH = 104 cm−3 (dotted). The upper spectrum is the PDR-type emission of the entire line of sight, as modelled (see text). Center:
residual emission (i.e. observed emission – modelled PDR-type emission) (solid squares). Model predictions of 49, 21 and 12 MHD shocks
travelling at 8 (dotted), 10 (dashed) and 12 km s−1 (full) respectively in gas of density nH = 50 cm−3 with B = 7 µG (see text for details).
Right: residual emission and model predictions of a large number of magnetized vortices in gas of density nH = 30 cm−3 with B = 10 µG. The
dashed and full lines are for 104 and 1.2 × 104 vortices of rotational velocity vD = 3.5 and 4 km s−1 respectively. The lowest spectrum (dotted)
corresponds to the case vD = 3.5 km s−1 for which the assumption of statistical equilibrium for the populations of the H2 rotational levels is
removed. In these plots, the numbers of shocks and vortices are adjusted so that the S(1) line intensity is that of the residuals.
Table 4. Model of the PDR-type emission of the line of sight. N(H)
and Av = N(H)/1.8 × 1021 are the total column densities of protons in
each component, as derived from I(100 µm) (Table 3). δAv is the lower
limit of the thickness of individual clouds illuminated on both sides
consistent with the fraction of H2 , N(H2 )/N(H) = 0.3, derived for the
diﬀuse medium and the presence of CO in the dense gas (see text).
Hence, Nc = Av /δAv is the largest number of clouds of each kind. In
each component, the PDR models shown in Fig. 3 are computed for
the corresponding values of G0 and total density nH .

N(H) (cm−2 )
Av
δAv
Nc
G0
nH (cm−3 )

Diﬀuse
SC 6–8 kpc

Diﬀuse
MR 4–6 kpc

Dense
MR

1022
5.6
0.3
19
1
30

1.7 × 1022
9.4
2
5
10
100

2.7 × 1022
15
>2
<7.5
10
104

by a factor of 2 to take into account a possible inclination of
the planar PDRs.
The estimated upper limit of the PDR-type contribution on
the line of sight has been removed from the observed spectrum
(corrected for extinction). The residual H2 line intensities are
shown in the central and right panels of Fig. 3 with the observed
error bars. Although the estimated PDR-type emission of the
line of sight is model-dependent, the residual S(2) line intensity

is constrained by the observational upper limit on S(4), since
the S(2)/S(3) and S(3)/S(4) line ratios are only weakly sensitive
to model parameters. We discuss below a possible source for
this residual line emission.

4.2. Contribution from collisionally excited H2 in warm
gas
Figure 3 clearly shows that the S(1) and S(2) H2 line intensities
detected by ISO-SWS are too large compared to that of the S(0)
line to be PDR-type emission in a low UV environment. Except
for the S(0) line, consistent with PDR-type excitation, the observed intensities reveal a non negligible fraction of warm H2 ,
too warm to be heated by the known UV field along this line
of sight. As discussed in Sect. 1, an alternative source of heating is the intermittent dissipation of interstellar turbulence. We
have therefore computed the line emission in the pure rotational
lines of MHD shocks and magnetized vortices, taken as templates of the dissipative structures of MHD turbulence and disseminated in the 15 mag of diﬀuse gas sampled by the line of
sight.
For the MHD shocks, the results derived from the model
calculations of Flower & Pineau des Forêts (1998) are shown
in Fig. 3 for diﬀerent shock velocities. The MHD shock models have also been updated, in particular with the new crosssections of collisional excitation of H2 (Le Bourlot et al. 1999;
Flower 1998). Shocks are assumed to have reached steadystate. The given numbers of MHD shocks at each velocity
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match the intensity of the S(1) line residual. The smaller the
shock velocity, the larger the number of shocks required to reproduce the observed intensities. The higher the shock velocity, the larger the power in the S(2) and S(3) lines because the
peak temperature of the neutrals increases with the shock velocity (from 800 K for shocks at 8 km s−1 to 1300 K for shocks
at 12 km s−1 ). For a given shock velocity, the preshock gas
density has no influence on the shape of the emergent spectrum, it only aﬀects the number of shocks required to reproduce the observed intensities. The larger the ionisation degree
of the preshock gas, the better the coupling of the neutrals to
the ions, and the warmer and narrower the shock. Here, we
have ne /nH = 1.5 × 10−4 in the preshock gas, resulting from
UV ionization. All the shocks with velocities Vs ≥ 8 km s−1 are
consistent with the observed spectrum.
For the vortices, three predicted spectra are shown in Fig. 3
for about 104 vortices. Again, the numbers of vortices intercepted by the line of sight match the residual intensity
of the S(1) line. The model predictions are those of Joulain
et al. (1998) in the case of their standard model (nH = 30 cm−3 ,
B = 10 µG), and two diﬀerent values, vD = 3.5 and 4 km s−1 ,
of the ion-neutral drift velocity induced by the rotation of the
neutrals. The range of drift velocities we consider is narrow
because, as explained in Joulain et al. (1998), the ion-neutral
drift velocity is that of the neutrals in the vortex and it is constrained by the rms velocity of the ambient turbulence in the
CNM. The upper spectra are obtained with assumed statistical balance among the rotational levels. For the lower spectrum (vD = 3.5 km s−1 ), this assumption is removed because
of the short time scales involved in the vortex dynamics (a
few 100 yr).
The observed S(1) and S(2) residual intensities are
therefore reasonably reproduced by either an ensemble of
MHD shocks travelling at velocities in the range 8–10 km s−1
or a much larger number of small magnetized vortices scattered
along the line of sight. The similarity between the shocks and
vortex spectra is due to the fact that the H2 peak kinetic temperature reached in these structures are similar. Their diﬀerences,
i.e. the relative intensity of the ortho and para lines (or the ortho/para ratio), originate in the very diﬀerent timescales associated with each of them (∼104 yr versus a few 100 yr), given the
initial conditions in the preshock gas. It is interesting to note
here that the MHD shocks cannot be distinguished from the
magnetized vortices by the spectra of their H2 rotational lines.

Table 5. Column densities, Nsh (H2 ∗ ) and Nvor (H2 ∗ ), of H2 molecules in
rotational levels Ju ≥ 3 in the models of single MHD shocks and magnetized vortices discussed in the text. The number of such structures
per magnitude of gas sampled, required to reproduce the observed H2
residuals in 15 mag of diﬀuse gas is given in Col. 4. Note that the column density of excited H2 per magnitude (Col. 5) is of the same order
of magnitude in all the cases.
MHD
shocks

Vortices

Vs
−1

Nsh (H2 ∗ )

Number

N(H2 ∗ )/Av

−2

per mag

cm−2 /mag

km s

cm

8

1.5 × 1017

3.2

4.8 × 1017

10

3.5 × 1017

1.4

4.9 × 1017

12

6.2 × 1017

0.8

5.0 × 1017

vD

Nvor (H2 ∗ )

Number

N(H2 ∗ )/Av

km s−1

cm−2

per mag.

cm−2 /mag

3.5

1.7 × 1014

666

1.1 × 1017

4

3.6 × 1014

800

2.9 × 1017

and Nvor (H2 ∗ ) are given in Table 5. Their number per magnitude
of diﬀuse gas sampled is simply the number required to reproduce the S(1) residual intensity (see caption of Fig. 3) divided
by the depth of the line of sight in diﬀuse gas, i.e. 15 mag. From
these values, we infer an average value of the amount of warm
H2 per magnitude of gas. They are given in the last column of
Table 5.
On average, the ensembles of shocks correspond to 6%
of gas at kinetic temperature (T k > 800 K) along the line of
sight. In the case of magnetized vortices, the total number required along the line of sight to reproduce the H2 line intensities is large but corresponds to only 1% of the gas being at
T k > 103 K. In the above determinations, we have not taken
into account the beam dilution of individual structures (shock
or vortex) because their surface filling factor, as ensembles, has
been estimated to be close to unity, given the large frequency of
occurrence of CH+ , HCO+ and OH absorption lines observed
in the direction of nearby stars and extragalactic radio sources
in the diﬀuse medium (see the discussion in Joulain et al. 1998).

5. Discussion

4.3. The fraction of warm gas along the line of sight
We have shown in the previous section that the observed excess of S(1) and S(2) emission above PDR-type emission can
be accounted for by a number of warm structures with gas at
T k ≈ 103 K, temporarily heated to that temperature by locally
large ion-neutral streaming and viscous dissipation.
It is interesting to compute the fraction of warm H2 within
the ambient diﬀuse medium, at T k = 80 K. We define N(H2 ∗ )
as the column density of H2 molecules in the rotational levels
Ju ≥ 3. The column densities of excited H2 (i.e. H2 in the warm
layers) of each type of individual dissipative structure, Nsh (H2 ∗ )

The whole argument presented in this paper is prone to criticism because the H2 lines are among the weakest detected
by ISO-SWS and the excess of H2 emission above PDR-type
emission relies on our modelling this long line of sight across
the Galaxy as well as the PDR model itself. Yet, our interpretation is based on prominent features, namely the fact that
the S(1) and S(2) lines are respectively about 4 and 7 times
brighter than the modelled PDR-type emission of the whole
line of sight. Moreover, the existence of warm H2 associated
with colder gas and the need for an alternative source of excitation is corroborated by other data sets.
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5.1. Warm H2 in external galaxies
Valentijn & van der Werf (2000) have mapped the H2 S(0)
and S(1) lines along the galactic disk of the edge-on galaxy
NGC 891. They infer the existence of two gas components
from the diﬀerent spatial distributions of the two lines. The
warm component is scattered throughout the disk, while the
cool component dominates the signal in the outer regions of
the galaxy. They acknowledge that excitation conditions derived from the comparison of only the S(0) and S(1) lines
may be erroneous, since the two lines may not arise in the
same gas component. Interestingly, the S(1) line intensity they
measure in the direction of the molecular ring of this spiral galaxy is 1.4 × 10−5 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 , hence of the same
order of magnitude as what we measure for the same line,
2.3 × 10−5 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (see Table 2) along the line of
sight tangent to the molecular ring in our Galaxy. The kinetic temperature they estimate for this warm gas component
(T k = 150–230 K) is also larger than the temperature of the diffuse medium. This suggests that a comparable small fraction of
warm H2 may exist in the cold diﬀuse component of external
galaxies similar to the Milky Way, with a surface filling factor
of the warm structures close to unity in both cases.

5.2. Signatures of warm H2 in the solar
neighbourhood
Early far UV absorption studies with the Copernicus satellite showed the presence of significant amounts of excited H2
(N(H∗2 ) ∼ a few 1017 cm−2 mag−1 ) in nearby diﬀuse clouds
(Spitzer et al. 1974; Morton 1975; Snow 1976; Spitzer &
Morton 1976; Savage et al. 1977; Frisch 1980). Theoretical
modelling of the H2 excitation suggested then that the highJ levels are dominantly populated by collisions in MHD
shocks (Draine & Katz 1986; Pineau des Forêts et al. 1986;
van Dishoeck & Black 1986).
More recently, new far UV spectra at higher resolution and
sensitivity obtained with the Far UV Spectroscopic Explorer
(FUSE) in the direction of three nearby late-B stars (Gry
et al. 2002) also reveal the existence of small amounts of H2
collisionally excited in warm, diﬀuse gas. The lack of any
100 µm halo emission centered on these stars supports the fact
that they do not heat their surrounding interstellar matter above
what the ambient UV field does. Therefore the large column
densities inferred for the level populations in the Ju ≥ 3 levels
are neither due to UV fluorescence nor collisional excitation in
gas heated by the ambient UV field. They have to be due to
collisional excitation in warmer gas.
Quantitatively, the column densities of H2 in the rotational
levels Ju ≥ 3 per magnitude of gas derived from these observations are 5.4, 1.5 and 1.6 × 1017 cm−2 mag−1 for each star
respectively. This amount is very close to the average values
of warm H2 per magnitude of diﬀuse gas we give in Table 5.
This result strengthens the idea that the fraction of warm gas in
the cold diﬀuse medium is the same at diﬀerent galactocentric
distances and that the processes responsible for the heating of
that gas are ubiquitous.
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5.3. Indirect evidence for warm H2 : The CH+
abundance
In the solar neighbourhood, the column density of CH+ approximately increases with the total H column density as N(CH+ ) ≈
6 × 10−9 N(H). The linearity of this relation suggests that Av
does not trace an increase of the gas shielding but simply an increase of the number of CH+ -emitting regions sampled by the
line of sight as the extinction Av to the star increases i.e. the column density on the line of sight increases. This was already a
conclusion reached by Gredel (1997). As the formation of CH+
has to tap a more powerful source of energy than that provided by the ambient UV field, as for instance gas supersonic
turbulence, this relation enables an estimate of the number of
dissipative structures per magnitude of diﬀuse gas required to
reproduce the observed column densities of CH+ .
Gredel et al. (2002) reproduce the observed column densities of CH+ towards a large set of nearby stars by adding an
ad hoc component to the diﬀuse medium, made oﬀ a number
of low velocity (<10 km s−1 ) criss-crossing MHD shocks. The
number of shocks they need vary with the sight lines but the average values are respectively 20 and 5 shocks per magnitude for
shock velocities of 8 and 9 km s−1 respectively. These numbers
are of the same order of magnitude as those we derive from the
H2 ∗ column density (Table 5).
Similarly, each magnetized vortex in the solar neighbourhood conditions and a shielding against the ambient UV field
Av = 0.2 mag, produces a column density N(CH+ ) = 2 ×
1010 cm−2 , for a vortex velocity vD = 3.5 to 4 km s−1 (Joulain
et al. 1998). The number of such vortices per magnitude of
gas sampled, required to reproduce the above correlation between N(CH+ ) and N(H) is therefore ≈500, a number to be
compared to those given in Table 5.
These comparisons provide orders of magnitude only, since
molecular abundances are sensitive to UV shielding, and results established in the solar neighbourhood conditions should
not be extrapolated to inner galaxy conditions without caution.
Nevertheless, these orders of magnitude are of interest. Since
the line of sight of our SWS observations samples gas in the
molecular ring and gas in the far side of the Galaxy, our results
suggest that the fraction of warm gas in the diﬀuse component
does not vary significantly with galactocentric distance. If the
heating source for the warm gas is the dissipation of supersonic
turbulence in shocks or vortices (or both), this implies that in
denser regions (on average) such as the molecular ring, the dissipation rate is larger, to ensure a similar amount of warm gas.
In the case of vortices, the same peak kinetic temperature is
obtained in a gas of density nH = 100 cm−3 for a dissipation
rate of the turbulence only twice as large as in the solar neighbourhood. A higher dissipation rate in the inner Galaxy is expected because the turbulent velocity in the diﬀuse gas is larger
as suggested by the large internal velocity dispersion of molecular clouds in the molecular ring (e.g. Teyssier et al. 2001).

6. Conclusion
The S(1) and S(2) H2 rotational lines detected along a long
line of sight devoid of active star forming regions, towards the
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inner Galaxy, cannot be excited only by UV photons. Their
collisional excitation has to be fed by a more powerful source
of heating. We have shown that the observed line intensities
are consistent with the line emission of a large number of
MHD shocks or magnetized coherent vortices scattered along
the line of sight, taken as templates for the dissipative processes
of MHD turbulence. A remarkably small (a few %) fraction of
warm gas (T k ∼ 103 K) on the line of sight is suﬃcient to reproduce the observed line intensities. In our scenario, the warm
gas is heated by ion-neutral drift in the magnetic precursor of
the MHD shocks or the azimuthal streaming of the neutrals in
the vortices. Viscous dissipation in the layers of large velocity
shear at the vortex boundary is also present. These few % of
warm gas are distributed among a few MHD shocks per magnitude of diﬀuse gas, and a much larger (∼103 ) number of vortices. This is because, as modelled, the MHD shocks in diﬀuse
gas are thicker structures (∼0.1 pc) than the vortices (∼20 AU).
Interestingly, the column density of excited H2 (computed
as the sum of the populations of the levels J = 3 to 5) per magnitude of diﬀuse gas, NH∗ 2 /Av ≈ 4 × 1017 cm−2 mag−1 is close
to the values derived from far UV spectroscopy in the direction
of three late B stars of the solar neighbourhood. Moreover, the
number density of dissipative structures (per magnitude of gas
sampled) required to reproduce the H2 line intensities along
this long line of sight is similar to that required in the solar
neigborhood to reproduce the observed abundances of CH+ .
These comparisons suggest that the mechanism responsible for
the generation of the warm gas, namely the bursts of dissipation of turbulence, in shocks or in vortices, operates in the inner parts of the Galaxy at a rate such that the fraction of gas at
T k ∼ 103 K is roughly constant. This is also in line with the detection of a similar S(1) H2 line intensity across the molecular
ring in the spiral galaxy NGC891.
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Appendix: Detecting faint lines in SWS data
The line fluxes given in Sect. 2.3 are amongst the faintest
ever detected by the SWS instrument (see also Valentijn &
van der Werf 2000; and Thi et al. 1999). Beside standard SWSIA reduction routines, in-house tools were used to reach the
ultimate sensitivity of the SWS detectors. We describe below the reduction procedure employed here and the new tools
implemented.
We first corrected all of our integration ramps for the reset pulse shape. Indeed, the signal of the SWS detectors is the
slope of 2 seconds voltage ramps read out at 24 Hz (48 points
per ramp). After each ramp, a reset voltage pulse is applied
which produces strong oscillations which partially propagate
into the next ramp. These oscillations, sometimes seen throughout a whole ramp, are called the pulse shape. In addition, each
detector is coupled to a high-pass filter and the voltage ramp is
curved as in a loading capacitor with a RC time constant. It can
be shown that the output voltage is the sum of the pulse shape,
the RC curvature term and of the linear ramp sought for (Leech
et al. 2000). Thus, to obtain the real slope, each ramp must
be linearized, i.e., the reset pulse shape and the RC curvature
terms must be subtracted. Pulse shapes and RC time constants
must be found for each detector; moreover, they are known to
vary from one orbit to the other because of the processing induced by the energetic particles present in space (Valentijn &
Thi 2000, hereafter VT00). In the standard pipeline, the RC
time constants derived from ground-level tests are used and
no pulse shape correction is applied. To obtain the best signal
estimate and meaningful slope error or STDEV2 , we use the
self-calibration method of VT00. It determines first the mean
pulse shape and then finds the RC time constants which minimize the STDEV of our observations: this was done with the
derive−pulse−shape routine of SWS-IA. This method implicitly assumes the ideal case where the RC curvature and the
pulse shape can be treated independently of each other and of
the signal (the linear term in the ramp). As the RC curvature
and the pulse shape are additive terms to the ramp, they do
not, in principle, depend on the signal: we therefore used only
the dark current measurements to estimate the pulse shape and
RC time constants. Minor deviations from the ground-level test
values of the RC time constants were found. Conversely, the
pulse shape correction greatly improved the ramp linearization.
The signal was then derived using the new pulse shapes and
RC time constants in the standard pipeline procedure. To monitor any alteration of the absolute flux scale introduced by our
pulse shape correction, we ran reductions without this step: no
significant changes were found for the absolute calibration of
the continuum.
To reach the ultimate sensitivity of the SWS, it is essential to remove the glitches (cosmic ray hits on detectors). We
identify glitches on two basis, namely, method A: a detector
hit by a glitch has a large STDEV and method B: after flux
calibration, a glitch lies out the coherent features found in the
robust mean of the redundant SWS signal. To detect glitches
2
The slope error is the root-mean-square (rms) noise of the voltage
ramp after subtraction of the reset pulse shape, the RC curvature term
and the linear fit, divided by the ramp duration.

with method A, we inspect the slope residues before the flux
calibration3 and build STDEV histograms for each detector.
As expected, each histogram looks like a Gaussian to which
a tail at high STDEV values has been added: the contribution
from glitches. To suppress this glitch tail, we first estimate the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the histogram towards
the low STDEV side (i.e., unaﬀected by the glitches). We then
reject all data points with STDEV values lying out the value
max(STDEV histogram) + FWHM (or the absolute 0.6 µV/s
limit, see VT00). In addition, a significant reduction of the rms
of the high-frequency (HF) signal was obtained by also discarding the data point just after a glitch4 . Method A is very
sensitive and can detect weak-level glitches. Indeed, it uses the
statistical information contained in the 48 read-outs per ramp
(method B does not); and it is also independent of the signalto-noise ratio of the data (whereas method B is based on it).
Conversely, glitch recognition with method B relies on the coherence (or the reproducibility) of the signal seen in the 24 elementary scans5 of the SWS: thus, the two deglitching methods
are complementary.
Glitches were removed with method A just after deriving the slopes of integration ramps: in this step a reduction
of 40% on the signal rms noise was achieved at the cost of
discarding 45% of the data points. Next comes the dark current subtraction operation. In SWS-AOT2 data, dark current is
measured 10 times before and after a DOWN/UP scan. After
rejection of bad dark points with method A, we take the robust
mean of the 10 dark points before and after the DOWN/UP scan
and perform a linear interpolation between these two points.
This dark current estimate is then subtracted from all data
points. We also tried to subtract a higher degree polynomial
dark current (VT00) but the results were poorer. The flux calibration is then done in two steps: (i) the signal is divided by the
Relative Spectral Response Function (RSRF) of each detector;
and (ii) the absolute flux scale at key wavelengths is established
(Schaeidt et al. 1996). The RSRF of the spectral bands 2 (7 to
12 µm) and especially 3 (12 to 16.5 µm) of the SWS are affected by interference fringes. In flight, the RSRF fringes (amplitude, phase) may depend on the extent of the source and its
position in the SWS aperture. We obtained best results (i.e.,
in the agreement of the UP and DOWN scan) while using the
resp−inter routine of SWS-IA. resp−inter shifts the RSRF
fringes and modifies their amplitude in order to find the maximum of correlation with the signal (when shifts larger than two
resolution elements were found, we did not apply them). Once
the maximum is found, the RSRF division is performed with
the best values of the fringes phase and amplitude. We used
RSRF calibration files CAL25 version 040.
We now have 24 elementary scans of the same spectral region. To get down to a Gaussian noise distribution,
3
During flux calibration, the signal is divided by the instrumental
response: hence, the STDEVs are altered and have a more complicated
statistical distribution which depends on the flux value.
4
After receiving a glitch, a detector may recover in a time longer
than the ramp duration (2 s) so that the next ramp is also aﬀected.
5
We call elementary scan, the signal seen by a single detector during a given scan direction (UP or DOWN). In an elemantary scan,
there are 4 to 5 data points per resolution element.
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we remove more outlyers with method B. A low frequency
continuum (a sliding boxcar on 25 points, i.e., 5 resolution elements) is first subtracted from each elementary scan to create high-frequency (HF) elementary scans. The HF elementary scans which now contain unresolved lines, glitches and
noise, are combined by wavelength. The combined HF spectrum has 110 points per resolution element; we smooth it with
a 10-points sliding boxcar to improve the signal-to-noise ratio while retaining enough spectral sampling to detect true HF
features in the spectrum such as unresolved lines. We then subtract (after rebinning) this mean HF spectrum from each HF
elementary scan, leaving residual elementary scans which in
principle only contain noise and glitches. Glitches are finally
removed from each residual elementary scan by 2-σ clipping
(about 10% of the data points were identified as glitches while
gains of up to 40% were recorded on the rms noise of the HF
signal).
We then correct the signal for correlated noise, i.e., weak
level blips appearing in all detectors at the same time (e.g.,
due to electrical noise, see VT00). Correlated noise can produce artefact features in the data. As in the method B described
above, we first generate HF elementary scans and combine
them in the time domain. To correct for correlated noise, we
then subtract the mean HF signal (after 2-σ rejection) from
each HF elementary scan at each reset point. The individual
low frequency continuum is subsequently restored into each
corrected HF elementary scan. The rms noise of the HF signal is reduced by about 10% in this operation.
Low-frequency variations in the detector responsivity due
to in-orbit conditions must also be corrected: this is the flatfield
operation which we performed with the sws− flatfield routine of SWS-IA. Continuum levels of a given line profile scan

have been oﬀset to a reference level. The oﬀset values have
been derived from first order fits to each elementary scan.
The flatfield reference of a given line profile scan was the
DOWN data. As our 200 s line profile scans are all repeated
several times, we use the robust mean of all DOWN scans as
the reference for flatfield.
Since the flatfielding has brought all elementary scans to
the same low-frequency continuum level, we deglitch again
(method B) to sweep oﬀ outlyers that were not distinguishable before. This time, the full mean signal is used (not only
its HF part) to identify the statistically significant features. As
above, the same sigma-clipping is applied to the diﬀerence between each elementary scan and the full mean spectrum. Less
than 5% of points were recognized as glitches for a 20% decrease of the signal rms noise.
Finally, the signal is averaged versus wavelength (in micrometers) with a boxcar whose width corresponds to the instrumental resolution. Since at this stage most of the glitches
have been removed, all the data carries a statistically significant
information (i.e., within the 3-sigma limit): we therefore took
a weighted mean of all points falling in a resolution element.
The weight of each data point was estimated as follows. First,
the robust mean of the signal is computed with a boxcar over
each resolution element. This mean signal is then rebinned to
each elementary scan and subtracted from it: the residual now
only contains Gaussian noise and we estimate its standard deviation, σr . Each data point of the elementary scan is then given
a weight equal to 1/σ2r .

